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- 5 years as open source developer
Free as a beer and ... 
free as in freedom
Free Vs Freedom

Free as freedom
- Download
- Use
- Study
- Change

Free as in beer
- Integration
- Maintenance
- Support
What License to choose?
It should be scary.....

I want it simple and permissive.

I'm concerned about patents.

I care about sharing improvements.

MIT  Apache  GPL

http://choosealicense.com
Zemlin Lessons

– Don’t dream big. Just have fun
– Give it away
– Don’t have a plan
Don’t dream big. Just have fun ....

Most good programmers do programming not because they expect to get paid or get adulation by the public, but because it is fun to program.

Linus Torvalds
Being part of the Open Source is like a Roller Coaster
Give it away

MARCH 20, 2008 - MARCH 18, 2013

IBM +85.48%  RHT +194.71%  MSFT +0.95%
Don’t have a plan
How fast Linux change?
Every good work of software starts by scratching a developer's personal itch.

Good programmers know what to write. Great ones know what to rewrite (and reuse).

If you treat your beta-testers as if they're your most valuable resource, they will respond by becoming your most valuable resource.

The next best thing to having good ideas is recognizing good ideas from your users. Sometimes the latter is better.
Talk is cheap ..
Show me the code
Real Hackers

Greg Kroah-Hartman  Richard Purdie  Ikey Doherty
Introducing Include project
Finally....
Thank you !!!